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Dear Freshmen,
Dear First-Year Students,
Welcome to Medical University "Prof. Dr. Paraskev Stoyanov" Varna. From now on, you are a part of the most innovative and
state-of-the-art medical university in Bulgaria. Starting today,
you are making one of the most significant steps towards your
future development. I congratulate you on your decision to
make it at a well-established institution nearly 60 years of
history.

It is said that knowledge is a window to the world. We are here to help you open
wide our windows so that you could discover a new world – the world of science!
You are about to meet proven experts in their fields, from whom you will learn not
only in theory but also in practice. Your lecturers will be some of the most prominent
specialists in the field of Medicine and Healthcare. You will have the opportunity to
broaden and deepen your interests and to prove your potential. Our main goal is to
prepare high-quality medical staff and people who will be responsible and
demanding both in their profession and everyday work!
New horizons and new opportunities are awaiting you over the years of your
training. It is entirely up to you whether you will manage to grab your dreams and
make them come true!
I am absolutely positive that one day when you graduate, you will congratulate
yourselves on the zeal you have shown all the way in your training. Be persistent
and don't you ever forget that first and foremost, from now on, every one of you is a
proud student of Medical University-Varna.
Good luck!

Prof. Dr. Krasimir Ivanov, MD, PhD, DSc
Rector of Medical University-Varna
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P

erhaps, you believe you know quite a lot about Varna, and probably it is really
so. Anyway, you could cast a quick glance at the lines below. You will get,
acquainted with details and facts that very few Varna citizens may boast they
know.

Varna is the third largest city in Bulgaria (with population more than 347 840 people), with an
area of 205 sq. km. Its situation on the Northern shore of the Black Sea, along with its richness
in natural resources make it one of the famous resorts Europe wide, definitely the largest one
in the Black Sea region.
The strategic position of Varna on the map of south-eastern Europe has turned the city into
one of the largest settlements on the Black Sea shore since antiquity. Multiple monuments
presented today in the city Archaeological Museum date back to this period. The museum's
impressive collection includes the finds from the Varna chalcolithic necropolis – the oldest
golden treasure in the world, dating back to six thousand years ago.
Among the rest of the museums, some of the most interesting ones are the Naval Museum,
the Natural History Museum, the Historic-Ethnographic Complex of the Proto-Bulgarian
Village “Fanagoria”, the History of Medicine Museum, etc.
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Today Varna is a modern cosmopolitan
city, so you can constantly find artistic and
cultural events throughout the city. Varna
boasts with countless cultural exhibitions,
involving folklore, music, ballet, opera and
theater, movies and animated pictures
presentations, events in the open air and
plenty of art galleries. Multiple international
festivals are conducted in Varna International Theater Festival “Varna
Summer”, Ethnic Festival, International Jazz
Festival “Varna Summer”, International
Folklore Festival of Varna, International Film
Festival “Love is Folly”, International Red
Cross and Health Films Festival, International
Ballet Competition, International Festival of
Puppet Art “Golden Dolphin”, International
Photographic Saloon, Bulgarian Film Festival
“Golden Rose”, etc.
Varna is also awarded the title of European
Youth Capital for 2017.

Varna is one of the few cities in Bulgaria
possessing an Opera house. Some of the
landmarks of the city are Stoyan Bachvarov
Drama Theatre, the Festival and Congress
Centre, the Palace of Culture and Sports, as
well as the picturesque Summer Theatre, as
well as Boris Georgiev City Art Gallery.

Interesting facts about Varna
The earliest traces of human presence in
these lands date back to the Old Stone Age -100
000 years ago.
A few cities can boast centuries old history
like Varna city. In the past an ancient Thracian
fishing village existed on the spot of today's
sea station. Archaeological findings ascertain
that a developed civilization was once
established here.
It is known that the ancient fortress
Odessos was once located in the old part of the
town along the coast of Varna Bay. Greek
colonists from Milet founded the town
Odessos. It used to be a fishing village, but
gradually it flourished and turned into a real
trade centre. It was conquered in the past and
even the Alexander the Great ruled the area
which was an independent part in his empire.
In 7th century Bulgarian khan Asparuh
captured Odessos and thus the name Varna
first appeared in the Byzantium chronicles. It is
believed that Varna was the city where the
deed for the establishment of Bulgaria on the
Balkan Peninsula was signed, so the city served
as the first stage for the creation of the
independent Bulgarian state.
Varna has always been open to the world.
One of the typical characteristic features of the
city is the tolerant coexistence between
different ethnic groups and nationalities.
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In 1920s Varna became the first city in Bulgaria with smooth, asphalt streets. Then it gained its
reputation for a modern European resort.
The famous Orient Express passed by Varna between 1883 and 1885.
Varna was named after Stalin for a short period of time, between 1949 and 1956.
It is believed that the name of Varna comes from the Old Bulgarian word “варнъ” - "black,
crow". Another theory associates the name with the word "вар", meaning a mineral water
spring.
The longest bridge in Bulgaria, the Asparuhov bridge, is built in Varna
More than 850 ships were built in Varna shipyard during its nearly 100 years of existence.
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The Roman Baths of Odessos, which nowadays turn into a summer stage for concerts and
theater performances, were built at the end of the 2nd century, and they are among the best
preserved architectural monuments of the ancient period in the country. In the 19th century the
underground premises of the baths were used as a prison.
With its area of 850 acres, the Sea Garden of Varna is a national monument of garden and park
art. Its construction was designed by Anton Novak, a Czech gardener - designer.
Aladzha Monastery is a Bulgarian
medieval rock monastery, created in the
distant 13th century. It is a national
cultural monument. In Turkish aladza
means gaily- colored, varicolored.
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WHAT IS IT LIKE TO BE A STUDENT AT MU-VARNA?

50
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METHODS OF TRAINING
The Varna Medical University boasts more than a half century long history and traditions. However,
it skillfully intertwines classic models of training with the most cutting-edge technologies and
methods.
Students use Blackboard Supplementary eLearning Platform, with rich content of
electronic tools that can be accessed both
through their PCs and their mobile phones. 3D
technologies - 3D software, 3D scanning and
printing, holograms have been widely applied
in Anatomy training. Virtual microscopy allows
students to observe microscopic preparations
at high resolution even from a distance. The
Turning Point Technology System enables
quick assessment of the level of acquisition of
the training content in real time through
special devices - clickers.

One of the major goals of the education in medical programmes is the harmonization and
integration of pre-clinical and clinical training. The University pays special attention and invests
considerable funds in the development of simulation training methods. The simulators in the field of
surgery, ultrasound, emergency medicine and anesthesiology, obstetrics and gynecology, dental
medicine provide students with the opportunity to apply practically what they have learned. A realtime video link is available between the operating and training rooms.
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Along with the practice in a simulation environment, the students at MU-Varna have great
opportunities to apply the acquired knowledge and skills in a real environment. MU-Varna has
numerous clinical bases, located on the territory of the whole country. The main training base for
undergraduate, postgraduate and doctoral students is University Hospital "St. Marina" in Varna the most modern medical and diagnostic structure in Northeastern Bulgaria, possessing latest
generation equipment. The first in our country University pharmacies have been functioning within
the University, providing a real training environment for the students majoring in the programmes
of Pharmacy and Assistant-Pharmacist. The students at the Faculty of Dental Medicine have the
opportunity to study at the first and only in our country University Dental Centre, having at its
disposal equipment and apparatus without an analogue.

Plenty of extracurricular practices are being held at Medical University - Varna, such as summer
schools, various modules and seminars (emergency medicine, disaster response, maritime
medicine, marine accidents, maritime pathophysiology), language practice for international
students in Bulgaria. The outstanding students traditionally visit CERN - the world's largest Particle
Physics Laboratory in Switzerland.
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UNIVERSITY
STRUCTURE AND MANAGEMENT

Science and Research

Prof. Svetoslav
Georgiev, MD, PhD

Prof. Albena
Kerekovska, MD, PhD

DSc

DEAN
Faculty of Dental
Medicine
Prof. Zlatislav
Stoyanov, MD, PhD, DSc

Prof. Stefan
Peev, MD, PhD, DSc

Prof. Diana
Ivanova, PhD, DSc

Assoc. Prof. Klara
Dokova, PhD

DIRECTOR
Medical College

Assoc. Prof. Ivan
Merdzhanov, PhD

Prof. Dimitrichka
Bliznakova, MD, PhD

Prof. Ivan
Dimitrov, MD, PhD

Assoc. Prof. Diana
Dimitrova, PhD

Prof. Sonya
Toncheva, PhD

Diyana Popova, MD
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ACADEMIC
VOCABULARY

The most commonly used words and phrases
in alphabetical order:

Academic calendar
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training internship

Semester certification of attendance is done electronically at the end of the semester
by the organizers of educational affairs in your faculty based on regular attendance of
lectures and practical classes on each discipline.

at the end of the semester or the academic year. It is necessary to submit a request
form.

(Syllabus)

Timetable
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http://elearn.mu-varna.bg/
During the academic 2014-2015 year MU-Varna has introduced Blackboard - a platform for
supplementary e-learning for students in all Programmes of study, which has been applied extensively
by universities in the United States, United Kingdom and the Netherlands.
Each student upon their enrollment receives a password to access the system and to all courses taught
in the major in the respective semester. Entering their account, students can find an abundance of
interactive training material which could be used to practice and reinforce the lessons learned exercises, video lectures, 3D atlases, tests. Through the system each student will be able to check their
current grades, as well.
With his password the student can use the library resources and gain access to the electronic platform
for administrative service of students introduced in 2015 – Web student.
Using the platform every student can rapidly and easily exchange different documents with the
university administration, see his/her timetable and study schedule, check his/her student status, file
an application for a transcript of records by electronic means.
http://webstudent.mu-varna.bg/

The University Library is located in 4
buildings - at the Rectorate (the Central
Library), the Medical College, the Faculty of
Dental Medicine, Faculty of Pharmacy and
St. Marina University Hospital. Moreover, at
the University Hospital and the Faculty of
Dental Medicine there are electronic
reading rooms which
are available even on
weekends. Anyway,
wherever you go, you
will have remote
access to the general
centralised and
16
digitised library
collection.

STUDENT LIFE
“ Actions speak louder than words!”

.
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You can join us, too!
.

40

If you are fond of team games and sports
and you are not keen on cheering from the
stands or sitting on the couch watching TV,
you can join in the University volleyball,
basketball or football teams, tennis and
sailing which in addition to the passionate
players and international outlook can also
boast professional coaches. In the annual
sports tournaments Universiade, Rector’s
Cup, Summer University and Winter
Universiade, you will have the opportunity
to compete in various sports disciplines and
with colleagues from other universities in
the city and the country.
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The sport of sailing
The Department of Foreign Languages, Communication and Sports at MU-Varna has two motor
boats and one sailing boat for the training and competitive activities in the sport of sailing – an
attractive sea sport, practised by students at leading universities around the world such as Oxford,
Harvard, Cambridge, Brown and others. Every passing year the sports mastery of the Bulgarian
and foreign students in swimming, volleyball, tennis and table tennis, chess, basketball, football
and bowling is getting higher and higher, and physical education and sports at the University are
an indispensable part of the students' training
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Guinness World Record
for the Largest Human DNA Helix

On 23rd April 2016, at the South Beach in
Varna, 4 000 people managed to break the
Guinness World Record for the Largest
Human DNA Helix. The incredible event
was organized by Medical University
“Prof. Dr. Paraskev Stoyanov”- Varna as
a fun way to integrate the university's many
international students, who are from 43
different countries around the globe, as well
as “make a stronger relation between us as
future medical specialists – doctors,
dentists, pharmacists, public health
specialists”. It was carried out under the
motto “Be a Part of the Future”.

On the beautiful Black Sea coast, people
formed the intricate design, wearing
different coloured t-shirts and hats in order
to differentiate the intertwining DNA
strands. The record was verified by
Guinness World Records adjudicator Jack
Brockbank who attended the event to
ensure that all the guidelines were followed,
including that the participants remained in
place for a minimum of five minutes. 4 000
people of different ages and nationalities
listened to the Bulgarian National Anthem
and the Anthem of Europe, and the 8
Bulgarian flags, formed by people, could be
observed from a bird`s-eye view to increase
the sense of national pride in taking part in
the event.
After the successful attempt Jack
Brockbank said: “The attempt went very
well in Varna - they managed to amass
4,000 participants in what was one of the
best organised mass participation attempts
I have seen in a while. They had thought of
everything - eight entrances, which
corresponded to sections of the image, so
that the participants were all in place in only
an hour or so, and a good variety of
entertainment so the usual restlessness that
can tarnish attempts of this size was
avoided.”
The organisers' hard work was rewarded by
widespread PR coverage in over 100 media
outlets including national and international
newspapers and radio.
21
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Residential tips
A few words about the so-called"student accommodation" experience

W
T
T

e have some good news and some bad news. The bad news is that Medical UniversityVarna has halls of residence for its students ... however, for the time being, the places
are limited.

he good news is that Varna is the third largest city in Bulgaria. And that's not all. Varna is a city
with a long experience in welcoming guests – both for short visits and for long-term
residence. Here you can find a wide variety of rental housing (different sized detached
apartments, rooms, studios, houses), hotels and hostels.

ip: We recommend you to use the services of real estate agencies. Besides being able to
provide a significant number of reasonable offers, they can also consult you if any problems
occur. Last but not least, the agencies prepare legally sound rental agreements between
you and the landlords, which will make you feel more relaxed and secure.

Student Canteen
The student canteen Quantum Satis is located in the courtyard of MU-Varna, offering a
freshly-cooked variety of dishes, in accordance with an approved menu. All students can
have meals at the student canteen, taking advantage of the regulated student subsidy.
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Health Insurance
This time we will be short and quick.

Foreign students are self-insured. A general health insurance valid for Bulgaria is a
requirement for registration for each semester at the University. Students have to sign
up for a medical insurance either for a year (covering the period of the academic year)
or for the whole period of training at the University. If the Health Insurance is signed in a
foreign country it is required upon enrolment at the University the student to submit an
official translation of the signed Health Insurance in Bulgarian language. EU citizens
submit a copy of their EHIC.
European Health Insurance Card: According to the European Union law, citizens
from EU and EEA countries are subjects of free medical care in emergency cases,
provided they have a valid European Health Insurance Card (EHIC) at hand. Make sure to
bring this card if you are EU citizen upon your arrival to Bulgaria, because you will need
it when you go to see a doctor.
For additional information on insurance coverage please visit

http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=559&langId=en

Please note that: A valid health insurance for the territory of Bulgaria and the period of
training is mandatory for registration at the local migration office as well as for the
academic year!
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Mobile and practical
From a friend to a friend - tips for every day
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Important phone numbers!
To be prepared in every situation

Head of the English language program
Prof. Lubomir Makedonski, PhD
Tel: +359 52 677 050, ext. 2892
Mobile: +359 882 215 566
e-mail: lubomir60@yahoo.com; makedonski@mu-varna.bg
Student Affairs Officers at Faculty of Medicine
Tel: +359 52 677 087
e-mail: medicine.en@mu-varna.bg
Student Affairs Officers at Faculty of Dental Medicine
Tel: + 359 52 677 207, + 359 52 677 202
m.kavaklieva@mu-varna.bg

Find your Course Coordinator here!
Medicine

Dental Medicine

The academic coordinator assists students in case of any academic problem,
provides assistance to transfer students in regards to organization of
covering the additional equivalence requirements, assists in student
counselling (for any social and daily issues) and support services in a
discreet and ethical way.
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Important phone numbers!
To be prepared in every situation

Here are the phone numbers in case of emergency:

112
Single European EMERGENCY CALL
From anywhere in Europe you can dial 112 to contact emergency,
fire and police departments.
Phone calls are free and can be dialed by all phones.

0800 18 676
Hotline for crime-victims

052/65 59 11
St. Anna Hospital for Active Treatment

052/30 28 75
St. Marina Hospital for Active Treatment
Tip: Save them in your phone.
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FACULTY OF MEDICINE
Dean – Prof. Zlatislav Stoyanov, MD, PhD, DSc
052/677 069, zsd@mu-varna.bg
Vice Dean – Prof. Yoto Yotov, MD, PhD
052/978 373, yoto.yotov@mu-varna.bg
Organizer “Educational Affairs”
052/677 087, medicine.en@mu-varna.bg

Dean - Prof. Stefan Peev, DMD, PhD, DSc
052/677 200, stefan.peev@mail.bg; stefan.peev@mu-varna.bg
Secretary: 052/677 201
Vice Dean - Assoc. Prof. Radosveta Andreeva-Borisova, PhD
052/677 236, doctor_ra@abv.bg; radosveta.andreeva@mu-varna.bg
Organizer “Educational Affairs”
052/677 207, 052/677 202; m.kavaklieva@mu-varna.bg

DEPARTMENT OF POSTGRADUATE EDUCATION
Maria Ivanova - Director
maria.ivanova@mu-varna.bg, +359 52 677 005

DOCTORAL SCHOOL
Assoc. Prof. Mila Dimitrova - Director
mila@mu-varna.bg; +359 52 677 083

CENTER FOR CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Vania Dimitrova - Director
doktorantite@abv.bg, kariera@mu-varna.bg; +359 52 677 084
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What and where is it located?

STUDENT HALL OF RESIDENCE, BL. 35

UNIVERSITY MEDICAL AND DENTAL CENTER
84 Tsar Osvoboditel Blvd.
+359 52 677 299; 0882 413 456
e-mail: reception-mdc@mu-varna.bg
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UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

“SAINT MARINA” - VARNA
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